
Why was I up until 2am with  

my daughter making you  

these special cupcakes? 
 

    

Hi  {First Name},   Enjoy the cupcakes!   

Last night my daughter and I were up till 2 am making them for you.  Why? 

Because with any restaurant, you have to use the BEST marketing ingredients to get the BEST ROI.   

Print media is not as effective as it used to be, email open rates are now at an all-time low                  

(less than 7% open rate)…and Facebook just announced that “Posts” will NOT be shown to people who like 

your page Unless You PAY! 

SO what is the BEST marketing ingredient that gets an over 90% open rate and is the simplest, 

cheapest and easiest way to get customers coming back 4, 5 or 6x more than they would have while also 

referring their friends. 

It’s my “Chef Helen’s Secret Marketing Ingredient-Facebook Messenger Bot”  

And the best part is … 

I Already Started “Baking” Your Messenger Bot and I Wanted To Show You How It Works,   

How It Can Get You More Customers Filling Your Tables, Event Rooms And How It Will Bring 

Them Back 4,5 or 6 Times More Than They Would Have Along With Their Friends and Family. 

>>> Take Peak AT YOUR Messenger Bot Here: 

www.{Website.com/[Business Name]} 

So go ahead and watch the video I made for you on your new messenger bot, then book a strategy 

session with me right online or give me a call at (office telephone #)  

Let’s bake together, get in the kitchen and stir in My Secret Ingredients into your successful restaurant 

mixing bowl and fill those bar stools, tables and event rooms with paying customers that come back 4,5, 

or 6x with their referring friends. $$  

Success Always, 

Chef (your name) 

{Company Name}       {Your Company Logo Here} 

Just call me at (office telephone #) or go to my website at: www.website.com/restaurant 

PS. Although messenger bots might be new to you, already Amazon, Dominos, Lego and Whole Foods 

are using them with astounding results 

P.P.S.  I specialize in keeping restaurants totally booked with customers everyday using Facebook and 

custom built Messenger Bots. Book your strategy session online or give me a call at (office telephone #)  
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 Email Sequence 

Email #1 
SUBJECT:  Did you get my balloons and cupcakes? 
 
This is (your name),   
 
I just dropped off some balloons and cupcakes for you and a letter about Facebook’s new strategy to have 
your restaurant booked with customers everyday and I wanted to introduce myself to you. 
 
My name is (Your name) I’ve already started building yours out and just need your approval  
so you can use it in your restaurant. 
 
In fact, I shot a video for you to see it in action here: 
 

www.{Website.com/[Business Name]} 

As a restaurant owner, getting and retaining customers can be an ongoing battle.   
Especially since print media, groupon and email just doesn't pull like they used to. 
 
The good news is that with Facebook's NEW SECRET,  being used by Domino's, Amazon, Pizza Hut, Lego, 
and other corporations with incredible results, I can guarantee at least an extra 50-100 reservations this month, 
and that thousands of people will actually see your restaurant specials and refer their friends to you. 
 
Doesn’t this sound interesting? 
 
Just go to the link above to see YOUR NEW SECRET I already built for you.  
 
Call me at (office telephone #) or schedule here with me { your calendly link } 
 
(Your Name),          {Your company logo} 
Helping restaurants grow through custom digital strategies 
(Your company name) 
(Your office telephone #) 

 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Email #2 
SUBJECT:  Did you enjoy my homemade cupcakes? 
 
My daughter wanted to know if you liked the cupcakes that I dropped off? 
 
Well like those cupcakes, all restaurants need to use the BEST marketing ingredients to get the BEST return 
on investment. Email open rates are too low, print media is not as effective as it used to be, and Facebook now 
wants you to pay for people to see your posts. 
 

So what’s the BEST marketing ingredient that gets an over 90% open rate and is the simplest, cheapest and 
easiest way to get customers into your doors, filling your seats and event rooms?   
 

 It’s Facebook’s New Messenger Bot… and the best part is… I already started mixing , cooking and building 
your messenger bot and I want to show you HOW it works,  HOW it can get you more customers for pennies 
on the dollar and HOW it will bring them back 4, 5, or 6 times more than they would have. 
 

It looks and smells so good here in the kitchen. I already mixed, cooked and built this for you and I just need 
your approval so you can start using it in your restaurant.  



 
Give me a call. (office telephone #) or schedule here with me  { your calendly link } 
 

Oh and since I already baked this for you, Here’s YOUR  link so you see how it works for you. 
 

www.{Website.com/[Business Name]} 

(Your Name),          {Your company logo} 
Helping restaurants grow through custom digital strategies 

(Your company name) 
(Your office telephone #) 
 
PS. I can only work with a few more restaurants in (city) Once they are gone they are gone! 
  
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Email #3 
SUBJECT:  What Happened? 
 

Recently I’ve dropped off some balloons and cupcakes, not only to introduce myself but to demonstrate the 
BEST marketing tool that will bring you in customers for zero dollars in advertising. 
 

What happened?   
 

I understand you are busy, but don’t let your busyness get in the way of your restaurant hitting your highest 
numbers ever.  A quick 15-minute strategy session on how our custom built chatbots will increase your 
business is a pretty wise decision. 
 

You will learn HOW it works, HOW it can get you more customers for FREE and HOW it will bring them back 4, 
5, or 6 times more than they would have. 
 

You will be blown away.  Give me a call. (office telephone #) or schedule here with me  { your calendly link } 
 

www.{Website.com/[Business Name]} 

Then click below to schedule our strategy session together 
 
 {your calendly link } 
 
(Your Name),          {Your company logo} 
Helping restaurants grow through custom digital strategies 

(Your company name) 
(Your office telephone #) 
 

P.S. I specialize in keeping restaurants totally booked with customers everyday using Facebook and custom 
built Messenger Bots. Book your strategy session online or give me a call at 
(Your office telephone #) 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Email #4 
SUBJECT:  DEADLINE 
 
Hey this is (Your name), Your Friendly Neighborhood Chef (Your name) 
 
This is your last chance to let me mix, bake and build out your {Company} Facebook 



Messenger bot that can guarantee an extra 50-100 reservations this month,  
and that thousands of people will actually see your restaurant specials. 
 
It’s so sad I’ve seen so many local businesses have tried magazine advertising, val-pak, boosting posts  
on facebook and have failed or didn’t get the ROI they expected.  

 
I can only offer Two more restaurants my   

“Chef Helen’s Secret Marketing Ingredient-Facebook Messenger Bot” before  (deadline date) 

 
Awesome!  Just go to the link below to see this NEW SECRET INGREDIENT I already built for you.  
 
www.{Website.com/[Business Name]} 

I look forward to our talk  
 
(Your Name),        
Helping restaurants grow through custom digital strategies 
(Your company name) 
(Your office telephone #) 
 
PS. Once I show you how to get the best results from Facebook Ads, you’ll see that it is the most economical 
form of advertising and the best platform to bring in a ton of referrals. 
 
P.P.S. I can only offer  2  more restaurants my   

“Chef Helen’s Secret Marketing Ingredient-Facebook Messenger Bot”  

Once they are gone they are gone!  
When I take on a new restaurant I offer my Full Guarantee Non-Compete Disclosure. 
 

 

 

Phone Call Sequence 
 

1st call  

Soft Introduction Verify Information 

Dial phone rings 

Good afternoon (business name) this is (employee) how may I help you? 

Hi good afternoon (employee) are you still at (address)? 

my name is ___ I’m the local (city) rep for (service you offer) 

And I look forward to swinging by this week, saying hi and introducing myself.  

Who should I ask for when I arrive? 

What is their best cell phone # and email address? 

By the way what is the (decision maker’s) favorite hobby? 

Thank you (employee) I look forward to seeing you and (decision maker’s name) this week, 

Have a great afternoon. 

 

 

2st call  

Ask for decision maker 
Hi this is ___ I just dropped off some balloons and cupcakes for you and a letter about Facebook’s new strategy to have 
your restaurant booked with customers everyday and I wanted to see when the best time  
is to sit down together to discuss how we can get this recipe into your restaurant?  
 

I’ve already started mixing, baking and building yours out and just need your approval so you can 
use it in your restaurant 
. 



Have you had the opportunity to watch the video I created for your (restaurant name)? 

It’s  www.{Website.com/[Business Name]} 

As a restaurant owner, getting and retaining customers can be an ongoing battle.   
Especially since print media, groupon and email just doesn't pull like they used to. 
 

The good news is that with Facebook's NEW SECRET,  being used by Domino's, Amazon, Pizza Hut, Lego, and other 
corporations with incredible results, I can guarantee at least an extra 50-100 reservations this month, and that thousands 
of people will actually see your restaurant specials and refer their friends to you. 
 

I have on my schedule ___ (early time) or a ___ (later time) available, which would work best for you? 

 

 

 

3rd call 
Call ask for decision maker 
My daughter wanted to know if you liked the cupcakes that I dropped off? 
 

Make funny reference to my daughter was wondering…. Or Yeah my daughter wants to be a restaurant owner  
 
Well like those cupcakes, all restaurants need to use the BEST marketing ingredients to get the BEST return on 
investment. Email open rates are too low, print media is not as effective as it used to be, and Facebook now wants you to 
pay for people to see your posts. 
 

This is the BEST marketing ingredient that gets an over 90% open rate and is the simplest, cheapest and easiest way to 
get customers into your doors, filling your seats and event rooms?   
 

After watching the video, what 1
st
 bogo or appetizer special did you want to start with?   (Assume the sale!) 

 
I already started mixing , cooking and building your messenger bot and I want to show you HOW it works,  HOW it can get 
you more customers for pennies on the dollar and HOW it will bring them back 4, 5, or 6 times more than they would have. 
 
I can only work with a few more restaurants in (city) Once they are gone they are gone! 
 
Does ___(early time) or  ___ (later time) work better for you to wrap this up? 
 

 

Call #4 
Hey its (name) the cupcake lady?   Wait for laughter 

Recently I’ve dropped off some balloons and cupcakes, not only to introduce myself but to demonstrate the BEST 
marketing tool that will bring you in customers for zero dollars in advertising. 
 

What happened?   
I understand you are busy, but don’t let your busyness get in the way of your restaurant hitting your highest numbers 
ever.  A quick 15-minute strategy session on how our custom built chatbots will increase your business is a pretty wise 
decision. 
 

I’ll show you HOW it works, HOW it can get you more customers for FREE and HOW it will bring them back  
4, 5, or 6 times more than they would have. 
 

You will be blown away.  Is ___( date/time)  good for our appointment? 

 

Oh By the way, did I tell you I specialize in keeping restaurants totally booked with customers everyday using Facebook 
and custom built Messenger Bots unlike other ad agencies that don’t understand your restaurant model! 
 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Call #5 
DEADLINE 

Hey this is (Your name), Your Friendly Neighborhood Chef (Your name) 
 



I can only offer  2 more restaurants my   

“Chef Helen’s Secret Marketing Ingredient-Facebook Messenger Bot” 
Before Date  ______ 

 

Reference: www.{Website.com/[Business Name]} 

When I take on a new restaurant I offer my Full Guarantee Non-Compete Disclosure. 
 

Did you have a few minutes now while I have you on the phone? 

If no 

I can swing by ____ (date/time) or ____ (date/time) 

 

 

 
 

Video URL For Each Separate Restaurant 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 


